European Social Entrepreneurship and Innovative Studies Institute is
a consulting and training institution dedicated to innovative teaching
methods, strategy creation and developing sustainable entrepreneurship.
The Institute activities started in 2000. We have been providing training and
consulting services of the highest quality to businesses and public sector.
Our team has competencies in various fields such as sales, management,
production, constructions, marketing and market studies, academic
research, media, press, social and information technology sectors.
Our team members share integral, creative and analytical mind, respect for
others and the ability to work with people at all levels in an organization. As
we work with leading organizations across the private, public and social
sectors, we feel committed to bring a unique approach and total devotion
into each of our clients’ engagements and investments.
Our mission is to provide high quality
service to our clients by focusing on
successful problem solving and growth
through innovation.
Our vision is to deliver creative and
effective solutions and to be the best
choice and long-term partner for our
clients.
Our principles are:
* Consultancy by experienced
practitioners only
* Dedication to consultancy as personal
money would be invested
* Broadening of clients seeing field by
coaching him to see the maze from
above
* Excellence in performance
* Honesty, Mutual Trust & Respect

Our goals:









To provide excellent training for
companies and individuals
To provide assistance in building
internal support, in comprehending
problems, critical issues, and in
reaching efficient results
To connect professionals to make
them more productive and
successful
To create new platforms for efficient
business
To share good practice in EU
project management
To enhance sustainable
development in business
To challenge conventional thinking
while maintaining an open dialogue
with our clients, partners as well as
our team members

We have rich experience to work with evaluation and motivation of
employees. Evaluating employees with 360 evaluation we get information
on each person’s advantages and potential for achievements. Major goal is
to achieve employees dedication to work and feel joy and satisfaction,.
Our work embraces various services: preparing business plans, investment
projects, technical feasibility studies and enforcement of the market
research, consultancy to the business process of modernization,
competitiveness, operational efficiency, developing concepts for products
and services.
Moreover, we provide our expertise in the EU partnership projects and
innovation projects as well as guidelines for the absorption of the EU
support, instructions on filling EU applications and administrating EU
projects. We ensure effective project management and supervision of their
implementation. Additionally, we bring out the capabilities of clients to fully
participate in the process and lead the ongoing work.
We are passionate about making a measurable impact in all we do. We
believe that progress can develop only through innovation and innovative
decision-making methods in order to implement successful business or
projects. Therefore, we pay attention to researches, adoption of new
technology and innovation, as we believe these measures can help to
overcome immense challenges that matter to our clients and, often, to the
world.
We are committed to advancing the theory and practice of innovation, but
we think and act more like business partners, not academic advisors. We
share our clients' aspirations, invest in understanding their situation, and
align our incentives with their objectives, so they know we are in this
together. Our clients know we are ready to go an extra mile to support them
in reaching their endeavours. Our team offers their exclusive focus and
delivers measurable results, as we care about our clients' business as our
own business. Application of such unique culture and approach to each
client’s specific situation allows us to deliver long-lasting and qualitative
results.

